TECHNOLOGY SUMMIT & TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM

28-29 October, 1999: Hotel Krishna Oberoi, Hyderabad

Explore opportunities for trans-boundary contract research and joint projects with Indian Industry! Also update your technology knowledge!

Fraunhofer Research Institute; Steinbeis Foundation; German Industry; Jeulich Research Centre, and many leading Indian Industries are participating.

The Summit (Parallel Conferences)

Clean/Environmental Technologies
CFC & Non-CFC technologies, GHG technologies, clean technologies for transportation sector, Wastewater/waste treatment & recycling technologies; Disposal of medical waste
(Prof. Baumbach*, Fraunhofer Institute for Non-Destructive Testing IZFP; Dr. Pfalat*, IUSE; Dr. K. V. Raghavan*, Indian Institute of Chemical Technology, Voltas Ltd., Tata Energy Research Institute, Bajaj Auto Ltd, Ashok Leyland; Dr. A.K. Chatterjee*, Director, The Associated Cement Company Ltd; Thermax Ltd; Ion-Exchange Ltd; Mr. Hamish Shahani*, Klenzads Bioclean Devices (P) Ltd; Prof. P. I. John*, Institute for Plasma Research)

Information & Communications Technology
E-Commerce & EDI; IT and Manufacturing & Logistics Industry; Wireless & Satellite technology; Optical Networking/Fibre Optics
(Fraunhofer Institute for Computer Graphics Research IGD, Dr. Nolf* (E-Commerce), Dr. Busch* (Information Security), Dr. Kirsie* (Global Mobile Personal System), Dr. Jasnoch* (Geographic Information Systems; World Bank; Intel; Sun Microsystems; Mr. Jai P Singh*, ASC Enterprises; Indian Space Research Organisation; Hughes Escorts; Department of Telecommunications; National Informatics Centre, Mr. Gerard Huet,* France)

Advanced Manufacturing/Materials
Advanced applications of industrial robots & automation; Advanced welding/metal joining tools in manufacturing; Rapid prototyping at affordable costs; Advanced applications of lasers in manufacturing
(Prof. Poprawe*, Fraunhofer Institute for Laser Technology; Prof. Baumbach*, Fraunhofer Institute for Non-Destructive Testing IZFP; Dr. Rix*, Fraunhofer Institute for Computer Graphics Research IGD; Fanuc (India) Ltd; ABB Ltd; Samsung; TWI; Chrysler*; Honda; Hyundai; General Motors; Dr. P. Radhakrishnan*, PSG College of Technology; Dr. Sundararajan*, ARC-I; Dr M Vidyasagar*, CARI)

Biotechnology, Medical Research & Devices
Medical equipment/instruments sensors; Implantable/disposable medical devices; Biomedical software services; Testing & standardisation; Vaccines & diagnostics; New drug discovery; Recombinant therapeutics; antimicrobials & anti HIVs
(Prof. Saka*, Fraunhofer Institute for Computer Graphics Research IGD; GE; Wipro; Siemens; Hewlett Packard; Bharat Electronics Limited; Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Sciences & Technology; ADA; Dr. Bortak*, Fraunhofer Institute for Toxicology & Aerosol Research; Shanta Biotechnics; Cadilla; Pfizer; Dr. J.M Khanna*, Ranbaxy; Dr S Subramaniyan*, Dr. Reddy's Laboratory; Wockhardt; Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology; Rock)* Confirmed

Registration
Industry
(Large, Medium) Rs 5000 (CII Member)
Rs 6000 (Non-member)
SSI/Govt/R&D Inst. Rs 2500
Educational Institutions Rs 1000
Overseas Delegate US$ 125

Note Special Rate for Educational Institutions
Early bird discount: 10% discount for registrations done before 30th August, 1999

Window to show your Technology Offers I
Exhibition: Rental for furnished booths
1 sq. m. Rs. 60,000 (US$ 1200)

Register Immediately!

Partner Country: GERMANY

Contact: Dr. Sandhya Tewari, CII, Gate No. 31, J N Stadium, New Delhi-110 003. Phone: 4366225, 4366273, 4366281-82 Fax: 4366271, 4367644, Email: sandhya@sai.ciiernet.in
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